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FOREWORD 

In the wild and remote mountainous country located towards the south-western tip of the Malkangiri 
highlands and north-west of the river Machkund in Malkangiri district, lives a unique tribe noted for its 
fiercely independent spirit. The tribesmen identify themselves as 'Remo' (man). Their neighbours call 
them 'Bonda'. Found nowhere else except in those 32 villages confined to 130 Sq. K.Ms of hill area in the 
Khairput Block, the Bonda tribe as a whole represents a little changed primitive society with ancient 
tribal cultural characteristics. Though few in numbers, the tribe has successfully retained the 
distinctive features of its culture, chiefly due to its geographical isolation, and more perhaps due to its 
stubborn and independent spirit. 
Bonda speak a language of their own that belongs to the Austro-Asiatic (South Munda) language group. 
Yet the tribesmen exhibit great differences in appearance, customs and character from their brother 
groups belonging to the same language group. 
Some of the most striking features of the tribe are (1) spirit of independence and sense of freedom, (2) 
rude and ruthless manner of expression, (3) dormitory organization, (4) excessive addiction to palm 
wine and (6) unconventional dress pattern. 
Bonda men are brave and bold. They derive their identity from their arms, such as bow, arrows, long knife 
which they always carry and sago palm-wine which is their most favourite drink. They often become violent 
under the intoxicating effects of such drinks. 
The Bonda women with their clean-shaven head decorated with head bands of palmyra strips and plaited 
fillets of caryota fiber stand out in sharp contrast with women of other tribal groups having long hairs 
arranged in attractive buns. Mass of coloured beads and shell strings, brass neck rings and necklaces hanging 
down even below the navel and the brass bangles covering the whole of the lower arms are the typical 
ornamentation of the Bondo women. A short and narrow strip of striped loin-cloth woven at home by a 
double-bar tensioned loom covering only the private parts comprises the woman's wear. 

A photographic documentation of the life style of this tribal community will be useful to students, 
academicians, inquisitive tourists, laymen and development practitioners. 

Dr. A.B. Ota, Director and Sri S.C. Mohanty, Research Officer, SCSTRTI who have painstakingly 
conceived, designed and produced this colourful Photo Hand Book deserve my thanks. This is the 3rd 
publication in the series of 5 Photo Hand Books on 5 selected Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs) of Orissa. I 
hope learned readers will find this book interesting and useful. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the remote highland country 

within mighty Kondakamberu 
ranges of Eastern Ghats rising on 
the eastern side of Malkangiri 
district lives the brave and 
beautiful human race called 
"Bonda". Hardy highlanders as 
they are, they sparsely inhabit the 
upland towards north-west of the 
river Machkund confined within 
the group of high hills named 
after them - The Bonda Hills. 

In the lap of 
nature, amidst 
rolling hills and 
tropical forests, 
the Bonda 
habitat - a wild 
and picturesque 
territory rich in 
flora and fauna 
lies at about an 
altitude of 3000 
ft above the sea 
level. 



Their neighbours call them 'Bonda'. But they say they are 'Remo'- the Man. Their unique style 
of personal appearance distinguishes them from rest of the world. Bonda men wear a narrow 
strip of loin cloth (gosi). It is the women's attire that is so remarkable. A taboo backed by 
legends prevents women against clothing themselves above the waist. They make up this very 
patent deficiency by wearing a mass of brass and bead necklaces and by large heavy circular 
collars (neck rings) of brass and aluminium. These ornaments cover the breasts and hang down 
to the navel. 



The only short strip of loin cloth women wear is called 
'Nadi' or 'Ringa'. This is a striped and coarse coloured cloth 
of 3' - 4' x 1' tied to the waist thread (thumiya). It barely 
covers their lower parts. Using their simplest and 
indigenous primitive loom Bonda women weave this cloth 
themselves during their spare time out of natural kerang 
fiber applying vegetable dyes. 

Bonda women look majestic in their unique and 
spectacular fashion of traditional adornments. Their 
traditional costume consists of a large mass of necklaces of 
coloured beads, coins and cowries which adorn their 
shaven heads and hang down from neck to the navel totally 
covering their upper parts. Besides they wear a variety of 
ornaments, such as aluminium neck rings, ear rings, nose 
rings, finger and toe rings, bangles of glass and aluminium, 
metallic anklets, head bands made of grass or beads, etc. 
They shave their heads and adorn it with coloured beads. 



Hill Bonda settlements are situated 
on high level lands such as hill tops 
and hill slopes surrounded by 
bounties of nature. Access is 
difficult through zig-zag hilly 
tracks. 

The villages may be large and 
small. Large villages often have 
small hamlets around. 



Within the village there are no regular streets and the houses are scattered adjacent to 
each other. The village meeting place - 'Sindibor' is built at a convenient location within the 
village. Girls' dormitory house (Selani Dingo) exists either at the middle or at the end of the 
village. 



The shrine of Hundi, the village presiding deity is found at the entrance. Patkhanda 
Mahaprabhu, the Creator and the Supreme God is represented by a long sword kept in a banyan 
tree in Mudulipada village. Perennial hill streams flowing close to the village are used as source 
of water. Little away from the village lies village cremation ground. 



The Bonda live in small thatched huts. The walls are made of bamboo frame plastered with 
mud and cowdung. 



The interior room is partitioned into sleeping-cum-cooking and store. Domestic articles are 
scanty only to meet the bare necessities. There are a few earthen ware pots, bows and arrows, 
agricultural tools etc. 



Some Bonda homesteads are enclosed within fences made of bamboo wattle. A kitchen garden 
(dinrbui) is raised in the backyards or in the vicinity. Here fruit bearing trees, like jackfruit, 
mango, guava, lemon etc are planted and a variety of seasonal vegetables are grown. It is 
protected by bamboo wattle fencing. 



In the Bonda highlands climate remains mild even during the summer. The Bonda get up early 
in the morning to start their daily routine life of struggle for existence. They rise before the 
sunrise to finish their morning works and get ready to toil hard outdoors for subsistence. 

Hard working Bonda women get up little earlier than men 
to attend to various domestic chores. Virtually being the 
backbone of Bonda Society they play a pivotal role in 
running their family. 



They shoulder a major part of 
the work load of the family 
including child care, 
plastering, cleaning and 
maintenance of the house, 
taking care of domestic 
animals, routine cleaning of 
the cattle sheds, cleaning of 
clothes and utensils, fetching 
of water and firewood, 
processing, cooking and 
serving of food, weaving 
ringi), making leaf plates and 
broomsticks, visiting weekly ~ 
markets for sale, barter or 
purchase etc apart from 
undertaking routine 
subsistence works. Therefore 
their society respects them. 



Bondo derive their subsistence out of shifting cultivation (Klunda or Dongar chas) as well as 
settled cultivation (Jhola chas), whereever wet lands are available in the rugged and 
undulating terrain. While working in the field, they take lunch brought from home. Sometimes 
they cook food and eat there. By the afternoon they come back home. 



Men climb the Salap (Sago Palm) tree to have a refreshing drink of Salap juice to which they are 
strongly addicted. Bonda men are aggressive by nature and they are skilled archers. They 
always go out with their arms, such as bow, arrows, knife and axe. Under intoxication they 
become more aggressive and violent which often leads to homicide. 



Reaching home from the field women resume their routine household works. They take care of 
children; gather firewood for the kitchen to cook the evening meal. Bonda women work for 
their family from dawn to dusk. During leisure hours they flock together to while away some 
time in chit-chatting. 

Among the Bonda all people irrespective of age and sex work according to their capacity. 
Children, old men and women do not sit idle. Those above 10 years of age help their parents in 
indoor and outdoor activities. They take care of their younger siblings during the absence of 
parents. 





In the rugged terrains around their habitat the Bonda toil hard to eke out their living. Primarily the 
Bonda are agriculturists. They practise shifting cultivation (klunda chas) extensively. Here they grow 
cereals, pulses and oilseeds, such as- kangu, suan, jana, oats, black gram, maize, niger etc. Irrigated 
and terraced paddy fields are used for cultivation of paddy by transplantation method. 

In the Bonda area one can notice perfect blending of swidden cultivation and sebtled cultivation, 
broadcasting and transplantation, mono-cropping and multi-cropping, which appear to be unique. 





In weekly markets they sale or barter their surplus agricultural produce, minor forest produce and brooms 
and procure their provisions. The market transactions are done mostly by Bonda women. Besides, they 
meet their friends and relatives from villages far and near and enjoy happy moments while relishing the 
taste of sweets and snacks from the food stalls. These markets sit during day time and before sun set. By 
afternoon they return to their home in the distant mountainous areas. 



The Bonda are polytheists. They believe in the existence of a number of Gods and spirits. They 
worship mostly the deities of nature, like the Patkhanda Maaparabhu - the Creator of universe, 
Hundi or Bursung - the Mother Earth and the village Goddess, Kapurchuan - the deity of stream, 
Dhartani - the deity of cowshed, Uga and Renungbor - the forest deities, Doliang - the spirit of 
mango tree, Kaliarani - the spirit of low-land paddy fields and Vinding Sagar - the spirits of 
musical drums. 



Besides, there are many dreaded evil spirits. All of them need to be kept in good humour 
through rituals and sacrifices. Gurumai -the Shaman, detects spirits causing sickness and 
other troubles with the help of rice divination, communicates with them in trance, and 
appeases them by performing rituals and sacrifices. 



SOCIAL CONTROL 
The Bonda villages are traditionally autonomous. Social order is maintained by a set of 
traditional functionaries - Naik- the village chief, Challan -the organiser of village meetings 
and Barik - the village messenger. The Barika belongs to Dom caste. 

Naik is an elderly person of the village with knowledge and experience. He presides over the 
village council meetings at Sindibor and adjudicates cases concerning village affairs. Cases 
violating social customs, traditions and conventions are brought to the assembly and decided. 
Punishment is given to the offender in accordance with the gravity of the case. 



DANCE TRADITIONS 
In sharp contrast to their aggressiveness the Bonda have finer aspects of life that finds 
expression in their age old tradition of dance and music. 

Grown up boys and girls become members of youth dormitory. They dance for themselves on 
different occasions wearing colourful dance costumes. While boys play musical instruments 
the girls holding bunch of peacock feathers dance to the tune. 



CHANGING SCENE 
The Bonda no longer remain isolated in their remote mountainous abode. Winds of change 
have entered into their territory. 

They have been identified as one among 13 Primitive Tribal Groups of (PTGs) of Orissa. The 1st 
Micro Project of Orissa named Bonda Development Agency is functioniong at Mudulipada - the 
heart of Bonda country to bring about their all-round development. It is effecting changes in 
their life style. 



Change is taking place in road links, housing, livelihood patterns, health and hygiene. Priority 
has been given to spread of education. Residential schools for boys and girls are running at 
Mudulipada. 

The Bondas have now gradually adopted the cultivation of wheat, potato, high-yielding paddy, 
pulses, vegetables, etc. Now it is up to them to decide as to how best they can derive 
maximum benefit out of development intervention and side by side replenish their socio 
cultural identity. 
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